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Vote "Yes!" This Morning For Unity!
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.Grad Aspirants
Urged to Lectures

G.M. >-Executive Grants
$5~OOO 'To Psych Dept.
enter

Seniors planning 'to
Graduate School next year and
who desire specific information
on such matters as ·financial aid,
fell'Owships and assistantships,
and Graduate Record Examinations, have been invited by Rev.
T. Evereltt McPeake, S.J., to attend a lecture given by him 'On
October 4th at 1:00 p.m., at a
place to be posted soon. Fr. McPeake will include in his discussion information abourt applica,tion to law school.
On Friday, Ootober 13, Rev.
Thomas McGrath, S.J., will give
a lecture on the Graduate Record Examination (GRE), discussing its makeup and emFIRST STAG "Reporter of Year Award" is presented to Ern.est phases, and advising Seniors on
Webby, Jr. (right) by Ediior-in-Chief Michael T. Kiernan for home to take 'the exam. The
place where the lecture is to
"outstanding service."
take place shall be posted.
For Seniors irlJterested In Fulbright Scholarships, Fr. McPeake advises them to contact Dr. Gerard McDonaLd, who
is also the advisor to students
planning rto go on to ,graduate
study in Languages. DepartErnest J. Webby '62, has been I his ,CO'lls'tant striving to surpass mental Advisors also include:
named the recipient of the first the minimum requirement for Dr. John Barone, Science; Rev.
annual "STAG Reporter of the STAG staff membership."
William Hohmann, S.J., EcoYear Award," .according to
In additi'on to the routine I nomics; Dr. Mathew MoCarthy,
Michael T. Kiernan, editor-in- covering of such ne,w events as History; Fr. Thomas McGrath,
chi'ef of the STAG.
lectures and dub meetings, Mr. S.J., Psychology; and Mr. SteThe 'award, a brass engraved Webby contributed sevel'al series phen O'Bri,en, Law.
plate mounted on mahogany, of featuJ:1e columns. A column
Fr. McPeake stresses that all
was awarded for "'Outstanding series explaining :the several Senio,rs interested in any way
serviee'to the STAG throughout liturgies 'Of the Catholic Church in applying to ,graduate schools
the year" and was voted to Mr.
is currently running in the are urged ito attend his talk.
Webby by an unanimous deci- STAG while several <lrtides After a general intr'Oduction,
sion of the STAG editorial concerning the University's lay Fr. MoPeake will 'refer each
board. The plaque ,is currently f,aculty are now being prepared S'enior to his Departmental Adon display in 'the main library for publication.
visor, 'as listed above.
in Canisius Hall.
In presenhng the award, Mr.
Ki,ernan noted Mr. Webby's
"religious study of the shorrt
course in journalism style offered last year to ,inteI'ested members of the student body and

STAG Reporter of Y ear Award
Presented to Ernie Webby, '62

Tobacco Road Mixer
Slated For Saturday
The ,CaJ:1dinal Key Society of
FairfieLd University will hold its
second Annual M,ixer in the gym
Saturday from eight 'til twelve.
With "Tobacco Road" as its
theme, the Mixer will provide
cornstalks and a back-woods atmosphere to contrast with the
girls invited from over twenty
different colleges and schools of
nursing.
Admission is :two dollars
which will help sustain the Key
in its program of serviee ,to both
the school ,and community.
Tickets may be ,obtained fmm
any member of the Key and at
,the door.

Dr. Croteau Translates
Mexican Religious Book

Student Council President
Lou Z'owine today announced
·the beginning of a Faimeld College Bo,wl Series. Not affiliated
Beginning with the .second wIth the 'teLevision program of
week of October, the Student the same name, Fairfield's
Council will present ,a bi-week- "Bowl" will be run alternately
ly series of the "best in foreign with the Council's ,Film Festival
films." . Initiated and ,planned on Sunday nights.
.
by COIl:D.cH. ,President Lou ZoThe ,evening's format will,
wine,
in'OVleS will be shown i however,pamnel that of the
every other Sunday evening in TV program. F,our - member
Gonzaga Theater.
teams, of which Fairfield as host
'The purpose behind these will always be one, will represhowings is two-fold 'according sent their schools. E'ach team
to Mr. Zowine: (1)' to supple- will be questioned in many difment the school's s'ocial and ferent areas, with a time limit
cultural activities; (2) to pro- established for ea~h ,answer.
vide 'a further benefit from the Faculty members w:lll serve as
Council to :those m~mbers of qualifying exam officials for the
the student Ibody who have pur- matches.
chased their Student Activity
Selection of Fair,field's team
Cards.
will begin within one week. A
In effecting the labter, tenta- combined written-oral examinative admission prices of 25c for ti'on wHl be given to members
card holders 'and 50c for non- of the Student Association. The
(Con't on Page 6,' Col. 5)
,eight highest scorers in the

th,e

I

exam-proVlslOn being made for
the coverage of all pertinent
fi'elds - will become members
of Fairfield's team. They will
be drilled for the next several
weeks by a member of the faculty in anticipabon of the series
opener ,on ,Sunday evening,
October 22.
Lnvitaltions 'are now being
sent out to variousar,ea colleges, some of whom .have already been contacted informally.
The name of Fail'field's first
opponent will be announced
in the Oct. 13 STAG.
The reasons foc the instituHon 'of this program ,are, a·ccording to ,Mr. Zowine, "to emphasize and increase Fairfield's
academic spirit and to enable
us to compete with many
school's with whom we now
have only social or athle,tic
contacts."
Details of the forthcoming
exam will be posted soon.

Henry M. Hogan, a retired
vice president of the General
Motors Company, has donated
an additional $5,000. to Fairfield
University for development of
its new research laboratory in
experimental psychology.
Last year a generous gift
from Mr. Hogan, a native of
Torrington, Conn., enabled Fairfield U. to obtain several pieces
of apparatus for experiments by
students and faculty.
The University graduated its
first psychology majors in June.
School officials said the generosity of the former GM official
has already begun to reap dividends.
Five graduate fellowships or
assistantships were awarded to
the psychology majors of the
class of 1961. These stipends
were granted for further studies
in p s y c hoI 0 g y. Universities
granting these stipends were as
follows: Michigan -State University, $2500 and tuition; Purdue
University, $1500 and tuition;
University of Detroit, $1,000
and tuition; McGill University,
$1,000 and tuition; Fordham University, $800' and tuition.
Fairfield U. expanded its
psychology department a year
ago with provision for a laboratory where considerable emphasis is placed in preparing
students for advanced degrees
in this field.
(Con't on Page 6, Col. 3}

;Council-Sponsored [College Quiz Bowl
Emphasizes Growing 'Academic Spirit

Campus Film Festival
Starts October 8th

<t>Gift Will Facilitate
Original Research Here

ARSENE CROTEAU
Professor Arsene Croteau, a
member of the Fairfield University language department,
has been commissioned to translate a book written by Archbishop Louis B. Martinez of
Mexico.
Professor Croteau will translate the volume, "El Spiritu
Sancto" into French for pUblication in Paris.
He is the author of numerous
books and publications, including "Sainte Marie de Guadaloupe" which has been published in English, French and
Spanish.
The Fairfield University faculty member was· decorated by
the French government in 1937.
He joined the language department at Fairfield in 1956 after
having taught at the University
of Connecticut for 37 years.

Fall Out Dance Oct. 14
Sponsored by Seniors
On Saturday, October 14th,
the Senior Class will sponsor a
"Stage or Dreg" dance, featuring Chuck Berry. Mr. Berry
has recently completed a succesful tour of various colleges,
including Yale and Villanova.
The Officers of the Senior
CIass have titled the dance,
"Fallout," and tell the STAG
that it is their desire, in presenting the University with Mr.
Berry, to "relax tension on the
campus."
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Editorials . ••

'TOTE FOR UNITY!
The proposal by Senior Class officers that members of
the class pay fitting tribute to their last year of undergraduate
life, by wearing academic robes for the remainder of the year,
will be voted upon at a class meeeting slated for this morning.
The black, knee-length robes available for the year
for less than ten dollars per man - would be worn in place
of suit-jackets to such events as the Parents' Weekend, the
Mass of the Holy Spirit, the annual retreat and (for dormitory
students) Sunday Mass. In addition, one day each week would
be designated as "Class Day," emphasized by the wearing of
the robes.
Fordham University, Holy Cross College and St. Peters
College have already adopted the idea, to the great satisfaction
of their class members.
President David Jones emphasized that the wearing of
academic robes, if passed this morning by a 2/3 vote, would
be strictly a class move; the adminisrtation would not enter
into either the operation or the profits of the project.
Beginning last year, members of the incoming freshman
class were granted the privilege of wearing Fairfield beanies
during Orien tation Week. The unifying results of the move
were gratifying. At present, seniors are differentiated from the
other members of the student body by one privilege (and again
this affects only dormitory students) they are allowed to sit
in the front pews at the 8 :05 daily Mass.
Traditionally, this class has been a class of leadership
and innovation. It is with this record, that class members
calling upon the unity that produced the most successful Spring
Weekend in Fairfield history, should approach this morning's
vote.
Vote "Yes!" Now is the time to MAKE Fairfield tradition.
MTK
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

ment toward a mature and intelligent life for each student.
To the Student Body:
This is guaranteed to each
"Fairfield University is con- member of an activity by the
yinced that in great measure expressed purposes in the rethe student's education for ma- spective constitutions.
ture and intelligent life is
In conditioning the activities
achieved outside of the class- it is the duty of the Student
room in his association with Council to the Association to
fello~ students and with the see that all the organizations
faculty. This is especially true fulfill their purpose. Thus on
in the formally organized stud- Tuesday, October 3, the Council
ent activities wherein he is requests the presence of all acgiven opportunity for initiative tivity presidents and/or viceand leadership. Fairfield there- presidents at 7:30 p.m. in Canfore urges every student a rea- isius 201. A list of each club's
sonable participation' in one or activities for the coming year,
more such activities, according along with a short explanation
to each one's capacity and scho- of events will be accepted.
lastic standing."
Each club will be given ample
The first purpose of the Stud- opportunity for their presentaent Council as stated is "to tion to the Council, and, at the
initiate and coordinate all ex- same time, be prepared to antra-curricular and social activi- swer questions from Council
ties which pertain to the en- members. A by-product of this
tire student body."
will be the opportunity for difThese two quotations come ferent club presidents to meet
from the 1961-1962 Catalogue and become familiar with the
Issue of Fairfield University. other activities within the AssoThe first quote expresses the ciation. This should help estabUniversity's favorable attitude, lish co-operation in the schedtoward student participation in uling of events, so that conflicts
extra-curricular activities, while can be avoided by the activithe second is the first purpose ties.
of the Student Council as emWhile remembering that our
powered by the President of final object is a successful Stuthe University.
dent Association, it is the duty
As you know, upon registra- of the Student Council to see
tion in the College of Arts and that all the members of the
Sciences, you are considered association enjoy the extramembers of the student associ- curricular and social activities
ation. All "formally organized as guaranteed to them by the
student activities" are formally University.
recognized in the association.
LOUIS C. ZOWINE
The activities are then distinPresident
guished in four groups, Major,
Student Council
Cardinal, Minor and Social.
The activities are placed in
Prof. Norman Writes
these categories according to the
work done by the members of For World Year Book
each group and 2) in some cases
PI'ofessor John Norman, a
to the amount of benefit the enmember of the 'Fairneld Univertire association profits from the sity History and Government
work.
departmeni, has written two
But no matter how large or larticles fora national yearbook.
fine the distinctions are within
Professor Norman wI'ote ,two
these categories, the clubs in 'artIcles, one on Italy and the
each group must strive for their other on Austr]a, which have
immediate goals which should 'been published in the curJ:1ent
contribute toward the end goal issue of the World Scope Encyof the association; the advance- clopedia Year Book.

STAG

To the Editor:
If this were an article, it
would probably be titled "In
Defense of Criticism." However,
as I speak as a member of the
staff and not for the staff, I will
utilize this space.
As a student. as a Catholic,
and especially as a member of
th~s student body, I have a
vested interest in the University - both ·financial and spiritual. My money gives me the
financial interest, while my
relig~on gives me the spiritual
interest. From a purely selfish
standpoint, I want and expect
this school to be the best. r.t is
not. But I want to see it become
the best so that perhaps some
day I could send a son here,
knowing it is 'the best. Therefore, should I ~and my fellowstudents) not have ,the right to
criticize my school? Many say
I do not have this right, and
worse, should not have this
right.
To use a -rather poor example
for the need of criticism, look
at the Communists who actually have planned sessions of
self - criticism ·and re-examination of Party doctrine to find
any flaws. They ar,e not content
with the standing order, but
continuously look for flaws in
·order to improve their organization. Are we to do any less?
I have been told after a
criticism of some facet of the
Univ,ersity a number of different things, such ,as, I'm too
young and idealistic, I'm merely
a troublemaker looking for attention, and that if I'm not happy here, why don't I go somewheJ:1e else. To the ,firstobjection 'I answer that I am young
and idealistic and 'at this stage
of my education would have it
no other way; I dread the day
when I shift my v,iews to realism and live to a safe old age;
and 'also, if I am considered old
enough to carry the major part
of the cost of my education, I
think myself mature enough to
make 'a judgement on its quality.
To the second objection, I
answer that my criticism ,is not
aimed at tearing down, but at
building up. I 'am not looking
for attention for myself, merely
an education second to none.
And to the thiJ:1d, I answer
that if I cannot get ,the education I need at a Catholic university, I 'cannot get that 'education.· I do not feel animosity
towards any person who limits
my knowledge, but a fear that
perhaps one less peaceful than
myself would rebel and even
leave the Church in a tooidealistic huff over the limits of
his education.
May I say now that I fully
intend to criticize this institution ,and its members, student
and faculty, to fulfill my obligation, which I f,eel is a moral
one, and that is to see that my
church, THE Church, does not
suffer the consequences of a
semi-educated, apathetic laity,
'all stemming from the rigid
stability of a sacrosanct educational order which does nat
meet the siandards of the challenging forces which seek to
over-throw it. I will question
the intentions of those who
question mine, I leave it to you;
am I working for the good?
Shall ,I critioize? Or shall I let
the stifling hood of intellectual
and spidtualapathy be pulled
over my eyes so that I may not
see ,evil? I let the Reformation
stand as my example of the
consequences of an unchanging
order.
Richard 1M. Lawless, '-64
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CO,MMENT
By DONALD A. PREZIOSI
Catholic Education: A Question, not an Answer

We are not merely complacent; we are coddled. From kindergarten to college, a web is woven about us until we no longer
believe nor want to believe that the web is not the universe.
We are given, in kindergarten, a set of large, colorful blocks
with which to play, called First Principles. Gradually, Sisters of
the Truth arran-:-e these blocks into a foundation-stone. These
blocks are provided with pre-cut matches into which fit only the
other blocks of the set manufactured by the Safe-Play Committee.
As we build our toy, filling in the gaps with an all-purpose
putty put out by the same concern, we soon find that our eyesight is being impaired - too much close work. So, we are ll,tted
with specially-prescribed glasses which concentrate our attentions on the work at hand, cutting out the harsh glare from our
window with specially-tinted lenses.
In college, we sit back to admire our progress, painting in
the details with a non-toxic translucent paint, going over the
work of twelve years. We soon discover that we have built a toy
castle, whose boundaries nearly touch the walls of our little
room. There is no place to go but inside.
Once inside. we soon discover that we are locked inside the
castle, which so'mehow has grown larger - almost life size. We
wander about looking for something, and then stumble upon a
fully-equipped kitchen, dispensing automatically all sorts of good
things to eat.
The food is irresistible; we stay, we grow fat, we grow
tired and sleepy.
Suddenly, the play-time monitor comes into the room in
which stands our castle to announce that it's time to go outside
and play. We are given a polite shove and find ourselves on a
large playing field, filled with many older boys who are playing
rough games. We are coaxed to join them - but soon decide to
go back inside.
D.P.
Tv the Editor:
ed in students concerning curAs ,the students return tv hard rent events.
aoademic work a,gain, they will
He, however, ,also had his
notice some of the color missing faults. Mr: Lilienthal. himself
in the faculty. Missing from the qUIckly pomted out .hIS. hberal
Fairfield scene is an outspoken I and pI'o-German preJudIces. He
chamP.i'o.n of t~'~ libeI'al oause, I f~equently became .,very e~oMr. RIChaI'd Lll1enthal.
bonal when defendmg a pnnciple held sacI'ed to him.
- Certamly a man of depth, as
Yet des ite his faults he 'offerwell as IbI'eath, he displayed a
p
.
f
d
. did
'th ed much to earnest and smcere
PJ:10 oun
mm
,coup e . WI' students. Somehow this year
vlg?rOUS .reseaJ:1ch faculties. A will seem a little duller without
typICal display of these -assets the thought provoking tirades
was 'a lec.ture to the Young of Mr. Richard Lilienthal.
Democrats on the psychoIogy
behind the thinking of .the John
Henry J . .Jacek, Jr.
Birch Society.
THE STAG
As a well-read social scientist,
Bi-Weekly Publication
Schedule.
he quickly recommended books
Animal L
. . . .. Oct. 13
of interest on any topic within
Animal M. .
_ Oct. 27
his ,field. He also brought on
Animal N
Nov. 10
Animal
0
_
Dec. 15
oampus a number of competent
Animal P
Jan. 12
speakers.
NOTE: All copy for the above
But pJ:1obably his greatest asissues must be in the
STAG office the Friday
set as -a teacher was the amount
before publication.
of interest and debate he inspir-
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FU President Attaeks Seeularism;
Urges Students To Be Missionaries
Millions of Americans, who<$>>-------------profess to be Christians, actually
ignore Christ's princip1es and Canisius Academy Plans
follow a secular humanism call- Bi-Monthly Forums
ed the Amerkan way of life,
Very Reverend James E. FitzRev. Richard Rousseau, S.J.
gerald, S.J. told nearly 2,000 theology professor at Fairfield,
students in a s'ermon 'Tuesday, disclosed _the tenta,tive program
September 19. F-ather Fitzge-rald, for the newly revitalized Canithe president of ,the University, sius Academy at a meeting on
spoke at the annUial Mass of the Sept. 20th. 'The program for the
Holy Spirit in the gymnasium. year will consist of obi-monthly
The Mass was celebrated by forums open to all classes on
Father Fitzgerald, with John alternating Tuesdays at 7 p.m.
O'Regan, prefect 'of the Sodality, in the Facul<ty Lounge in
a,nid David Jones, president of. Canisius Hall.
the Senior class, as servers.
I .Fr. Rousseau sltated that the
The speaker pointed out many f'orums were for the airing of
practices in our daily life that Catholic intellectual ideas, and
are contrary to the Christian that some of Ithe forums would
ideal.
be used for guest ,speakers.
"It seems as ,if the Incarna- Membership would be consti'tuttion never occuned. Churches ed by regular attendance. Each
are to be se,en, but someho'w meeting shall contain :two fifteen
the spirit is lacking. Elements minute dissertations on the
of Christianity are s-ometimes books set for dis,cussion.
mentioned, but on the whole
The first scheduled meeting
they are i,gnored."
is on Tuesday, OCitober 3rd. At
Father Fitzgerald said that this meeting, two students will
newspapers
and
adveiftising review Robert M. Brown'·s "An
show the 'trend -of the times. He -American Dialogue: a Pr-otestci,ted the -advke given to a teen- ant looks at Ca'tholicismand a
age audience bya naitionally Catholic looksalt Protestantsyndicated ,oolumnist.
ism" and Wayne H. Cowan's
"Teen-agel's are counselled to "Facing Protestant~RomanCathact in a proper manner when 'olic Tensions." Nominations for
on da'tes not because they the two officers' positions will
will lose grace or the love of take -place 'M ,this meeting and
God, 'but rather because they 'elections will follow with the
will lose 1heir I'eputation. This next conv,oca,tion.
advice is incomprehensible to a
devout ChiTistian."
The Bresiden1 called upon Ignatian Council Gets
the 'assembled students as Catholics "to help transform the Star Council Award
world by a sltrong faith, with
The Ignatian Council, Knights
visible manifestations of their of Columbus has been awarded
religion."
the coveted Star Council Award,
He cited Pope Pius XII who in accoJ:1ding toa I'eport presented
1938 "caned fora return to Our at ,the K. of C. business meetLord, ,the Church land the ing, September 20.
Christian way of life to avoid
The repont, given by Grand
the pi'tfal1s ofa then impeding
Knight Kenneth E. Dubuc, '62,
WorM War II."
"Y-ou are missionaries," he ·pointed out ,that the award was
continued. "Prea,ch the Gospel the second in succession.
'I1he Star Council award is <the
by what you ,are, not what you
say or do. By simply living as highest program honor a counzealous Christians you will at- cil can receive. It is given to
councils which carry outaetivitract people to Christ.
"Despite the large number of ties in all the bl'anches of 'a six
people who rej,ect religion ,to- point program. It is a nati:onal
day, more people are drawn to- award. Only 72 awards were
waJ:1d good. 'I\hey search for presented in the country last
v,alues as oppos·ed to -a system year out of the more than 5,000
that preaches 'by bJ:1ead alone Councils in the Order.
'The campus 'council was redoes man live'."
cently singled out for 'praise by
State Deputy Peter McDonogh
in a speech before :the state
Daily Masses Offered
convention. "Their program is
As "Missa Recitata"
amazing when you consider
Daily Masses on Tuesdays and their academic schedule," he
said. He urged the Brothers to
Fridays (both at 7:30 and 8:05
a.m.) will be offered as "Missa follow the lead of the Ignatian
Recitata" with the congregation council.
The Knights of Columbus
giving the Latin responses to
progl'am for the coming year
the Mass, according to Joseph was outlined at the meeting.
Kearns, chairman of the Sodal- The activities include a Comity's Liturgy Committee.
munion Bl'eakfast, a dosed reThe "Missa RecitJata" design- treat, 'a holiday party and '3
ed to foster a devotion to the dance.
liturgy while allowing the lay
The dates of the initiation
congregation to take a more degrees for newappHcants were
active part in the Mass, will announced. The first degJ:1ee will
also be used at the 8:15 and be given November 7. The sec11 :30 Masses in Loyola Chapel ond and ;third degl'ees will be
on Sundays. Booklets contain- giv,en on November 9 and 12.
ing the Latin responses will be Membership chairman Louis
provided at each Mass by the Ockey, '62, reported that appliSodality.
cation :blanks were being distributed.
There will be a meeting of
For all freshmen who have
all right wingers of the "Operation Abolition" type this Fri- not decided their major field of
day in G-518 at 3:00 P.M. Mem- study there will be a classics
bers will be chosen on the spot major on display in the library
to serve coffee at the barricades this week from 7 - 9 A.M'. and
4 - 6 P.M.
when the inevitable occurs.

THE STAG

Page Three

Peace Corps Tests
Set For October 7th
Any American who wants :to
s'erve in the Pe'ace Corps will
have anoth,er opportunity to
qualify by taking ex.amitlations
on October 7th, at the main
pos,t office in Bridgeport. The
thi-rd round of Peaee Corps examinations will be held at that
time in testing centers throughout the eountry.
The examinations will be·gin
at 8:30 a.m. .and will last for six
hours, with -an additional hour
out for lunch. E-ach person will
be given his choice between
two types of examinations.
OneexaminaHon is designed
for men and women who would
like to beconsidel'ed f,or positions 'as secondary-school or college teachers. 'To take one of
these tests, you need a bachelor's degl'ee but you do not need
to be an accredited teacher.
The other examination is for
every-one else who wants to
serve in the Peace Corps. There
is no 'rigid passing grade for
this tes,t. -Results 'are considered
along with such other elements
as background, special skills,
and character references.
For the October tests, the
Peace Corps hopes to attract a
large numbe,r of Americans in
the 'agricultural and industrial
fields.
"We ,are receiving an increasing< number of requests for such
skills from prospective host
oountriles," !3'ccordingto Dr.
Nkholas Hobbs, Dire'otor of
Selection for the Peace Corps.
"We will have to turn down
these requests if we are unahle
to meet their needs."
Many of those who will take
examinations on Octobe,r 7th
will be men 'and women who
have s'ent ,in a Peace Corps
questionn.aire ,since the last
testing in July.

Name Representative For Philip Morris
As part of its work scholarship program, Philip MOl'ris,
Inc. has announced that Michael
T. Kiernan, '62, has been selected campus business representative here. The appointment is
for the school year.
The cigarette firm, which was
fiTst in the industry to support
college-Iev-el eduoation by <this
method, also makes grants for
higher education :to children of

its employees and contributes
to educational 'and ;research instituHonsin many areas of the
country.
Mr. Kiernan will serve ,as liaison :between !this campus ,and
the company's New York offices,
and will develop and work on
advertising ,and pr,omaUon ,proj·ects for Philip Mo-rris, Parliament, Marlbol'O and Alpine
br,ands.

Ir;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;;::;::::;

But ,others 'are welcome as
well.

DWORI(EN'S

If you have not yet ,filled in a
questionnaire, but are interested
in Peaee Corps se-rvice, you can
still take one of the examinations on October 7th.

See the person in charge of
the Civil Service Commission
testing center 'on the morning
of that day. The examiner will
do his best to accommodate you.
A list of the testing eenters
is available in PR office.

SHIRTS -

22c

Expertly Laundered fo
Your Specifications
Fairfield Shopping Cenier

IJ~

~

~ \f

CL 9-4971

APaperback Book Specialists

IJ

1474 Post Road
Fairfield Center
(Opposite Fairfield Dept. Store)

CL 6-0658

BOOKS OF THE WEEK
Anti-slavery Origins of the Civil War:
Schlesinger, Jr.
$1.65
Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud:
Modern Library
$2.95
Ethan Frome: Wharton
.. $1.25
Gen Intro. to Psychoanalysis:
Freud
$.60
The Inquisition of the Middle Ages:
Lea
$1.75
King Solomon's Ring: Lorenzo .. $1.95
:>f.

Medieval & Early Modern Science
(v. 1 & 2): Crombie
$0.00
Mentality of Apes: Kohler
$1.25
Politics in America: Brogan.
$1.45
The Portable Greek Reader:
Auden, Ed.
..
$1.45
Pudd'nhead Wilson: Twain ........ $1.45
The Stoic Philosophy of Seneoa:
H a d a s . . . . .. $ .95
On the Truth of the Catholic Faith:
St. Thomas Aquinas.
$ .95

Over 3500 selected paperback titles on all subjects
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'Scientia' Asserts Independence;
Cappelleti Urges Student Support
The Undergraduate Science
Magazine of Fairfield University,
"Sdentia," ·after 'a yeaa:' of operating under the 'auspioes of ,the
Math-Physics Club in 1959-60,
was reorganized .as an independ'enIt organization last year and
now 'operates under its own
constitution and budget as the
organ of the student science
section.
The ITmgazine accepts articles
fDom men of all classes and
'every section. The primary
stipulation of ,COUTse is that
these articles ,weat subject matter of a scientifi,c ma.ture or -relating to science (i.e. philosophy
of sci-enoe, history of science,

religious - scientific, quesUons,
etc.)
The admimistmtion is ·acoomplished through 'an editor, managing editor, and ,three associate editoI1s representing the sections of Chemistry, Biology, and
Math-Physics. This' year 'an extensiO'll may ,be made to include
an associate editor for the yea-rold Psy,chology section for 'any
articles that student group
might like to publish.
The first meeting for :this organizaUon shall be announced
shortly. Anyone inter,ested in
submitting ,aI1ticles or obtaining
a staff position may contact
Ronald Cappelletti at Loyola
310.

Bishop Warns Students
Against Birch Evils

September 29, 1961

By RICHARD M. LAWLESS

The Bishop of Charleston,
S.C., counseled a west coast
audience of students of the
evils the extreme right-wing
John Birch Society and urged
Catholic College students to
stay clear of its extremism.

The present growing movement of conservatism on American
college campuses is a radical change from the traditional collegiate bent towards liberalism. A group of students who might
before have idealistically and quite naively accepted the sweeping social reforms of liberalism have now embraced the coldly
realIstIc and adult (almost old-aged) brand of conservatism. I
feel that this is a betrayal of their own spirit, and a convenient
Bishop Paul J. Hallinan said, shield to repulse ideas.
"We are against Communism.
The under-graduate budding conservative embraces the poBut we are for the social order litical philosophies of such men as Barry Goldwater and William
that the John Birch Society Buckley as if manna from heaven to sustain them in the desert
would not understand, much of college, which lacks the sustaining waters of mutual conless accept."
servatism (probably found later in business). Frequent shots in
In his attack on the ultra- the arm come from editorials and letters to the editors which
conservative Americans he said, comment on or seek to block any governmental actions consid"These small minds and faint ered liberal, or worse, socialistic. Our conservative emerges from
hearts today are betraying the all this a firm believer in past glory, and is possessed with a
grandeur of the Christian Apos- strong distaste for fresh ideas. By this process, these students
have aged themselves intellectually and they harbor a fenced
tolate."
mind in the manner of conservative exclusion. Is this a good
He said he hoped that Catho- state of mind, a proper attitude to take while still learning?
lic young people were not
The honest conservative is one who, through a variety of
"afraid of integration, fearful of
foreign aid, unwilling to pay experience, decides that the left-moving trend in politics is not
taxes to provide a decent life for him and seeks to pull the trend back to the right. But he has
for the unfortunate children arrived at this way of thinking after observing and perhaps exborn out of wedlock in the city periencing some sort of liberalism that is distasteful to him. This
is his premise. He is an .adult, fully entitled to his own point
of Newburg, N.Y."
of view.
"If they are," Bishop HalliBut how can a student, still lacking the education of exnan said, "then the work facing
our priests and student leaders perience, take on the yoke of these limiting ideas? College is
is more extensive than we the time for ideals and not the realism of conservatism. Great
men have started with ideals, translating them, by compromise,
thought."
into a firm realism. If you leave out the ideal, your real will
fall short. Admittedly, Goldwater's plan of a "return to the republic" sounds quite idealistic, but investigation shows that this
Alumni Association
is a return to the patrician-serf political caste-system of the
Elects New Directors
early days of our republic. To accept all of his theories is also
Five Fairfield County resi- to condemn the complete set of social-reform legislation the govdents have been elected to the ernment has sanctioned during the last thirty years.
board of directors of the Fairfield University Alumni Association, it was announced yesterday by the Rev. George S.
Mahan, S.J., executive assistant
to the president at Fairfield U.

But, you say, it is precisely the type of social legislation that
drives me from liberalism. lit is true that there are .many evils
in this system of reform, in both administration and acceptance,
but there is also a greater good for more people in our country.
Some of Franklin Roosevelt's concepts are enough to drive away
basically conservative people; but the fact remains, more are living a better life. The point is this: does a student care anything
about this fact of a better life, or has he succumbed to the inherent materialism of the age? Most of us do not know the
meaning of poverty, and with the full schedule of academic and
social activi1ies find it easy to take for granted the supply of
our material wants. Our education should help us to look outside
ourselves and see the problems of those less fortunate. How can
we expect to gain this broader view, if we fully believe in a
political philosophy based on self - one's own goods - the forgetting of others? The constriction is evident; the two cannot
and should not be equated.

Among those elected is James
F. Stapleton, a Republican
member of the Bridgeport Board
of Education who is associated
with the law offices of Marsh,
Day, and Calhoun.
Two other lawyers and representatives of the Southern New
England Telephone Company
and the Upjohn Corporation will
join the board, which will meet
One should have scope before imposing limitation. The stuin October with Fairfield U.
president, the Very Rev. James dent should not surrender his naturally idealistic and free mind
to a closed political view at a time when it should be open to the
E. FitzGerald, S.J.
continuous flow of ideas that are his education.
Others elected are Leonard S.
Paoletta of 2081 Old Town
Road, Trumbull, who is openc
ing his own office in Bridgeport
_for the practice of law; Thomas
A. Flaherty, 51 Fairfield Ave,--nue, South Norwalk, a Norwalk
.:
attorney, associated with the
law offices of Callahan and
Flaherty; Robert J. Imbro, 51
Bridgeview Place, Stratford, a
per son n e 1 supervisor with
SNET; and Harold F. Mullen,
Jr., 26 Cornwall Road, Norwalk,
who is associated with the hospital division of Upjohn.
Other members of the board
include Bronislaw S. Orlowski,
544 Jane Street, Bridgeport, a
faculty member of Wright TechOther shoes may look like Keds, but only U. S. Keds® can give you "that great nical School in Stamford; Atfeeling." Because Keds have a patented shockproofed arch cushion and torney John Bigley of 3272
Main Street, Stratford; Attorcushioned inner sole. And because Keds
ney Robert Petrucelli, of 429
are built over tested, scientific lasts to fit
all feet perfectly, even narrow ones. Keds LOOK FOR THE BLUE LABEL * Brooks Street, Bridgeport, and
Attorney Richard P. Bopko, of
are right for class, gym, tennis court or
21 Pomona Avenue, Milford.
dorm. Machine-washable (and they even
look good clean). His: Keds "Court King."
Other new members of the
Hers: Keds "Champion." Get your new
board for 1961-62 will include
U. S. Keds at fine stores everywhere.
the presidents of the area alumni clubs, Father Mahan said.
*both Keds and the blue label are registered trademarks of
The board announced that
plans already are underway for
I-\{;, KIND OF SPOILhOl'UI; \}I(W WIT~ ALL"TI-IATTALI\ AOOUT
the annual Alumni banquet
ROCKEFELLER CENTER, NEW YORK 20, NEW YORK
FALLOUT, OION'T i4i; ?
which has been set for Nov. 25.

xc -c_
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Sodality Choses
Ten Chairmen

Young Dem$ Invite
New j}lembership

Sodality Committee chairmen
were chosen for the coming
academic year at a recent meeting of the group's officers, John
C. O'Regan, '62, Prefect of the
Sodality of Our Lady of Fairfield, announced today.
The Sodality, described as a
"Way of Life" rather than a
strict
organization by Mr.
O'Regan, effects both individual
and group apostolates, through
the efficacy of twelve organizational committees.
Those named to committee
chairmen posts, effective immediately, include: Peter C.
Walz, Missions; Kevin M. Ecclesine, Confraternity of Christian Doctrine; Daniel Browne,
Sacred Heart Committee; Michael Guglielmo, Our Lady's Committee; James Davidson, "Flos
Campi" nevi spa per, Joseph
Kearns, Liturgy; Robert L. Berchem, Spiritual Exercises; Ned
CoIl, Speakers' Bureau; and
Guy Simonelli, Publicity Committee.
Francis Perrone was put in
charge of a special committee
which will work with officials
from the Long Lane School for
Girls in Middletown, Conn.
Of the regular Sodality committees, chairmen for the Catholic Truth Section and Dactylology Club are yet to be announced.
The Sodality meets weekly
during the free period (fourth)
on Tuesdays.

ASK
ANY TEENI

"President Kennedy,deserves
an 'A' for effort and an 'A' for
performance in his domestic
program," State Executive board
delegate Joseph Flynn said in
a prepared talk before a large
crowd of University Young
Democrats. Flynn said ,that comparisons of the first 100 days of
the 1932 Roosevelt administration and the Kennedy administration were unfair because
Roosevelt took over in a time
of severe domestic crisis with a
relatively stable international
situation, while President Kennedy took office in a time of
domestic prosperity and unsettled international conditions.
Thus Kennedy has had to spend
his efforts in dealing with the
international situation and en-

countered great opposition to
his domestic reforms.
Flynn said that the $1.25
minimum wage act was a step
forward in the right direction
and that it should be the province of future legislation to
broaden the coverage of the act
to include migrant workers and
others employed in area of the
economy not covered by the
act.
To judge the Kennedy domestic achievement, we must evaluate the president's appointments, he said. He praised the
administration of Secretary of
Labor, Arthur Goldberg and
also the pending judicial appointments of Judge Samuel
Pierce and Judge Irving Kaufmann.
President John Conroy welcomed the group to the meeting. He and James Higgins reported on the club's efforts to

get a flag flown over the school.
Vice-President Dick Dupuis,
Conroy and Flynn also called
on the Fairfield Young Dems to
assist former club president Bill
Lavery who is running on the
Democratic ticket in Ward 9A
in Bridgeport for the Aldermanic seat vacated by Edward
Bracken.
Conroy reported that Congressman-at-Iarge Frank Kowalski ,and Senato,rThomas J.
Dodd,chairman of the senate
internal security subcommittee
and member of other key committees have :told Conroy ,that
they will accept the dub's invitation to speak on the campus
this fall. The dates for their
appearances ,ave still being det'ermined.
The club will also sponsor
a'ppearances of local party officials as well as seminars on
topics of cur,rent interest.
Faculty moderator, Professor

Walter Petry, circulated a petition sent to him by John
Bognar, '61, to the United Nations to do something about the
Russian Occupation of Hungary.
Bognar is a former Hungarian
freedom fighter.

Chairmen Appointed;
Reunion of '52 and '57
Robert Wakin of 119 Leonard
Drive, Bridgeport, and Robert
Imbro of 51 ,Bridgeview Place,
Stratford, have been named
chairmen of reunions for the
Flairfield University dasses of
1952 and 1957, respectively.
Plans for the festivities have
been tentatively set for next
June.
Advisor to both classes is the
Rev. George S. Mahan, S.J.,
ex;ecutive assistant to the president at Fairfield University.

WHO is at work on a satellite system for global telephone and TV transmission?

WHO provides the communications channels for America's missile defenses?

WHO is girdling the globe with communications for America's first man into space?

WHO tapped the sun for electric power by inventing the Solar Battery?

WHO used the moon for two-way conversations across the country?

WHO guided Tiros and Echo into accurate orbit?

•

WHO made your pocket radio possible by inventing the Transistor?

WHO maintains the world's largest, finest industrial research facilities?

..wH 0 supplies the most and the best telephone service in the world?

WHO has the UNIVERSAL communications organization?
BIlII II iii

1m

QUICK
QUENCHERI

THERE'S ONLY ONE ANSWER TO ALL TEN QUESTIONS

BELL TELEPHOIVE SYSTEIIII
Pioneering in outer space to improve communications on earth
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PROFITABLE TALI(

STAG staff members Dick Lawless, '64 (second from left). and
Jim Moore, '64, exlain production steps inherent in special 14page freshman edition to two unidentified frosh at Orientation
Week display. Similar informal talks resulted in record turnout at first STAG meeting last week.

Chern. Dept. Acquires
Research Equipment
In the past year significant
progress has been made by the
F,airfield University ,chemis,try
Dept. through the introduction
of instruments for res,earch and
instruction. The acquisition of
these ,instruments was made
possible larg,ely ,by research
funds I1eceiv,ed by -Dr. J'ohn A.
Barone and Fr. Robert E. Varnerin, S.J.
A Beckman DU Spectrophotometer with ultJraviolet 'attachments and ,an expanded sc,ale
pH meter have been purchased
for use 'on a National Institute
of Health grant r,eceived by Dr.
Barone. Commenting on the
n:ew equLpment, Fr. Va,rnerin
said, "The Department is es,pecially pleased to obtain the
Beckman DD Spectrophotometer
which has been the stand-by of
highly precise optical i'nstruments. This instrument is standard equipment ,in tlhe better
Chemistry Departments. Fairfi'eld UniversJty is pleased to
have 'come 'of ag'e.' All these
intsruments increase significantly the research potential of the
department ,and ouralbility to
train our students according to
the ever increasing dema,nds of
science."
A Beckman Gas
Chromatograph with a Brown
Recording
Potentiometer,
a
Leeds >and Northrup Type K
Potentiometer, ,and a Mettle
Balance have been obtained for
use on :am. Air Force contract
awa'rded to Fr. Varnerin.

BrRIUIG EPOrRT
MOTOIR IN,N
Kings Highway - in F'field
Exit 24 Conn. Tpke.
FO 7.4404

A Convenient Stop
for Your Friends
and 'Relatives
JI

Just 5 minutes from Campus

THE
WHETSTONE

HOGAN
(Con't from Page l)

Through Mr. Hogan's original
gift, the Rev. Thomas A. McGrath, S.J., director of psychological services, obtained a polygraph (lie detector), memorydrums, depth perception, voice
reaction time, flicker-fusion, and
Representatives
from
the light-switch alternation appaNaval Reserve Training Center rat u s, clinical audiometers,
in Bridgeport will meet with tachistoscopes,
color mixers,
sophomores and juniors inter- multi-pen time and activity reested in the Reserve Officer corders, control timers and
Candidate program, on Thurs- pseudoisochromatic plates.
day, October 12 from 11 - 1
Equipment is designed for exp.m. in Xavier Cafeteria.
perimentation in vision, audiThe recently revised ROC tion, perception, memory, disprogram offers college under- crimination, pain thresholds,
classmen "an opportunity to estetics, kinesthesia, emotions
qualify for a commissioned and learning. Experiments are
grade in the Naval Reserve, conducted by students with
without imposing an additional other members of the class as
academic load on the individual subjects as a training process
or require any commitment on to prepare them for future rethe part of the educational in- search. Fairfield U. staff memstitution in which the student bers now have an opportunity
is enrolled."
to conduct original research
which co u 1 d be extended
Speaking 'of the pI10gress of through research grants.
the Department itself, Fr. VarMr. Hogan retired in March
nerin said, "The progress of the of this year after an association
past yeaT has been most ,gratifying but the Department is still of 41 years with GM. He served
anxious to obtain ,additional in- in general counsel since 1947.
He joined the General Motors
struments to keep up with 'the
demands of modern scientific legal staff in 1920, became
research and education. Chief assistant general counsel in
among 'Our needs ,are in Infra- 1937, and in 1941 was elected a
Red Recording Spectrophoto- vice-president.
meter, an Ultra-Violet RecordA noted executive in coming ISpectrophotometer, ,a Grat- mercial aviation circles, he was
ing ISpectrograph, an Automatic affiliated with North American
Tit rim e t e r , Radiochemical Aviation, Inc., from 1942 to
Equipment, 'and a Polarograph. 1948 as a director, attorney and
The Department hopes to obtain chairman of the board. He also
additional funds for the pur- has served as a director of Easchase of these i,nstruments so tern Airlines, Transcontinental
that the progress of 'the past Air, Inc., and Western Air Exyear may ,continue."
press.
A graduate of Holy Cross, he
attended Fordham where he
was awarded bachelor and docGREEN COMET
tor of law degrees.
In June of last year Fairfield
DINER
University awarded him an honorary doctor of law diploma.
T
'
A veteran of World War I
" 0ps In Town"
with Navy service, Attorney
Hogan is a member of the City
90 Kings Highway Cut·Off
of New York, American, MichiFairfield, CODD.
gan and Detroit Bar associations.
St. Anselm's College and Holy
Tel. FO 8·9471
Cross also awarded him honorary
degrees and he is a Knight
..J. of Malta.

Naval Officer
To Visit School

September 29,
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By
RICHARD
TINO

The problems of the academician, though often technical and
esoteric, are seldom elusive. They are defined problems with
limitations and a suggestion in their construction of a method for
solution. The artist also is confronted with academic and technical problems. But these problems stem from the more radical
problem presented by art itself. The limits of this problem are
lost in the infinity of experience and speculation. They are
approached through the minutely incremental charges in the
artist. But, as in mathematics such an approach, when integrated, yields merely a workable approximation, so also the definition
of the artistic problem is never precise.
The problem, without considering its solution, with which
each artist must grapple is one of meaning - in an extended
sense of the word. What his art means to himself, as a man, is
the skeletal form of the problem. The intellectual and experimental flesh of the individual artist gives the problem a more
identifiable shape. Every artist must approach each production
with at least an unconscious knowledge of the problematic nature
inherent in his concept. The art-work, the product, is the artist's
resolution of that problem.
A child at play offers an excellent example for demonstration. Apart from the teleological and causal data this simple
scene may offer the philosopher, there is also in it for the artist
an aesthetic upon which he must formulate his concept. The concept then requires a physical execution and thus comes full circle
from the physical, through the artist, and back to the physical.
Unless the artist is devoid of personal experience, the product
of this process will be indicative of the problem of art within
its creator.
The musician will work with the sound and rhythm of the
running, laughing child. But even in a silent and stationary
object the musician will find a suggestion of noise and movement. This is the movement, the sound which his concept of
either a static or dynamic scene may produce. Again there is
dependence in the production upon the very personal orientation
of the artist and his idea of the problem with which he is faced
by his art.
The writer is concerned with both the musical and plastic
qualities of the child-at-play scene. But there is also a direct
communicative aesthetic for him. His medium, language, demands it. What he attempts to communicate will also be determined by why he feels he must communicate it. And this why
is the problem, unique with each, the writer, painter, musician,
the artist in general must attack before and during his creative
work.
The approach by the artist to the problem of art is a factor
which, more than any other, deetrmines the final state of his
work. If the artist feels he creates to teach a moral lesson, the
tone of his work is limited to a didactic one. If he creates simply
to make something, he necessarily follows the path of craft rather
tJ\an that of art. If he is seeking tor himself a sort of worldview, he will rely too much upon the philosophical.' If he is reporting, he will miss the opportunity, in invention, for a creativity
surpassing the selective work done by the reporter. If he tries
to re-create, he develops his work along an imagisti.c or representative aesthetic which is an artistic delusion. This 'leaves only
a combination of all these land the additional egoistic desire to
be of some assistance in the distress of humanity. This totality
of method in the problematical analysis that transpires within
the artist is the only approach through which Ian art is most
likely to establish itself and upon which an art is most likely
to grow to a fruitful maturity. It is only when the problem of
art is most thoroughly approached that the artist is free to give
expression to the conceptional struggle within him. Only then
will he, can he, give us art.

Fairfield U. Director
To Address Teachers
Dr. Maurice E. Rogalin, director of teacher tI1aining at Fairfield Universtiy, has been named to address the general session of the Catholic School
Teachers Institute of the Diocese of Providence, R.I., Oct. 27.
The theme of the Institute is
"The Best Alone Will Do."
An invitation to address the
1100 teachers was extended by
the Very Rev. Monsignor Allthur
T. Geoghegan, Superintendent
of Schools for the Diocese of
Providence.
The Most Reverend Russell J.
McVinney, D.D., Bishop of Providence, will preside at the Institute. Also expected to attend
are the Governor of Rhode
Island and the Commissioner of
Education.
The Institute will take place
at LaSalle Academy in Providence.

FILM PES"rIV~L
(Con't from Page 1)

cal1d holders have been established. The saving gained ,by
attending four such moV'ies
would, las Mr. Zowine pointed
out, pay ,the ,cost 'of the card by
Hself.
Arrangementsar,e now being
made with Brandon Films, Argus Films, United-World Films,
and the Cinema Guild in order
to insure a large variety in the
sedes.
Among ,others, the following
films will probably :be included
in the year's program: Ber,gman's THE SEVENTH SEAL,
Oad Dreyer's DAY OF WRATH,
THE MAGNIFICENT ,SEVEN,
and GATE OF HELL, '54 Academy AwaI1dWinn,er .as "Best
Foreign Film ·of 'the Year."
To be held 'alternately with
the Oounci'l's "College Bowl"
progI1am, the Festival is the first
of the Council's many planned
projects for the year.
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Grad Schools Attract '61;
Many Receive Assis tan ce/
Graduate schools attracted approximately 33 per cent of
Fairfield University's June graduates with an estimated $60,000
in fellowships, assistantships,
and other grants being awarded
to members of the class of 1961
for advanced studies in many
of the nation's top schools.
The largest stipend was
awarded to Walter O. Rinko of
33 Rocky Ridge Drive, Trumbull, who received a $5,500
grant from the Medical College
of Virginia where he will assist
in research projects and study
for a Ph.D. in neuro-pathology
Mr. Rinko is among 18 Fairfield U. biology majors continuing studies this year. Of the
others, 14 will be pursuing medical and dental degrees as doctors of medicine and dentistry
Varied Majors
Other seniors will be seeking
higher degrees in physics, chemistry, law, languages, education,
philosophy, business, biology,
rehabilitation counselling, communicationarts, and mathematics.
The percentage of June graduates taking advanced studies is
expected to be higher since some
decide during the late summer
months to seek higher degrees
Pre-Med Success
A University spokesman said
an increasing number of Fairfield U. graduates are receiving
scholarship assistance. "In addition to those receiving grants
the University is pleased to note
that all members of the class
of 1961 who were recommended
for medical and dental schools
were accepted."
"Each year there is a greater
diversification of schools which
Fairfield University graduates
attend. Since our first class was
graduated in 1951, 173 students
have continued in about 40 different
medical and
dental
schools in this country and
Europe."
Scholarship CommiUee
Assisting University seniors
planning further studies is a
graduate scholarship committee
headed by the Rev. T. Everett
McPeake, S.J. Other staff membel'S are the Rev. William H
Hohmann, S.J., the Rev. Thomas
A. McGrath, S.J., Dr. John A.
Barone, and Dr. Matthew J.
McCarthy. Dr. Donald J. Ross
is the special advisor for biology students and Attorney Stephen J. O'Brien aids the future
law students.
Among the Fairfield U. June
graduates continuing studies are
Fred J. Abbate of Hamden, Villanova School of Law, tuition
scholarship; Bruce Beaudin of
Farmington, Georgetown Law,
full tuition scholarship; Paul J.

F. Charlow, Jr., of New Britain, ington, New York Medical ColHarvard University, Graduate lege; William P. Russell, 71
School of Business Administra- Spruce Street, Southport, University of Connecticut Law.
tion.
Also, Alexander W. Samor,
Also, Frank N. Frederico, 7
Paulina Place, Trumbull, Jeff- 740 Kossuth Street, Bridgeport;
erson Medical College; Francis University of Connecticut Law;
J. Furey, Thompsonville, Uni- Robert T. Sherwin, 675 Cleveversity of Connecticut Law; land Avenue, Bridgeport, PennRobert W. Gaboury, 15 Beech- sylvania State University Dewood Avenue, Bridgeport, Uni- partment of English; Joseph J.
versity of Connecticut Law; Sizensky, 75 Vesper Street,
Dominick S. Gallagher,
31 Fairfield, Purdue University,
Lorma Avenue, Trumbull, Vil- teaching assistantship m the
lanova School of Law; Morris Department of Chemistry; LawClark, 6 Well Avenue, Danbury, rence J. Skane, 138 Laurel Avenue, Bridgeport, $1,800 teachGeorgetown Medical School.
Also, Dennis E. Gannon, Wal- ing assistantship to Purdue in!
lingford, University of Wiscon- mathematics.
Also, Wallace Timmeny, 211
sin assistantship for $2,300 in
mathematics; Raymond Heche, Louisiana Avenue, Bridgeport,
871 Westfield Avenue, Bridge- NYU School of Business; Richport, St. John's
University ard E. Trabert, 8 Ohio Avenue,
School of Law; Edward C. Ja- Norwalk, Georgetown Medical
blonsky, 879 Lindley Street, School; John Vaitkus of WaterBridgeport, Columbia University bury, $1,000 assistantship to
Graduate School of Business; Niagara University; Anthony
Richard Jontos, 100 Edna Ave- Vallone, 123 Lola Drive, Fairnue, Bridgeport, University of field, Creighton Medical School;
Connecticut School of Law; Lee C. Williams, 65 Sixth Street,
Walter Kaczmarczyk, St. John's Bridgeport, University of Rhode
University, School of Biology, Island, and Ned Wisneski of
Middletown, Georgetown Medi$1,500 tuition.
Also, Caron Keenan, 2 Circle cal.
Street, Norwalk, assistantship to
Assumption College for French Modern French Novel
studies; Thomas J. Kmetzo,
State University of Iowa De- Set For New Course
A course in the contemporary
partment of English; Vincent
French
novel will be offered in
LaBella, Middletown, Georgetown Law Center; John S. the Fairfield University GradULesko, Jr., Derby, fellowship to ate Department of Education
I
St. Louis University for studies this fall.
Dr. Gerard B. McDonald, pro-I
in physics.
Also, Raymond R. Lund, 29 fessor of French literature at
Old Elm Road, Bridgeport, Uni- the University, will present the
versity of Pennsylvania, School course which will feature the
of Dentistry; Theodore L. Ma- life and works of outstanding
guder of Meriden, St. John's French novelists from Stendhal
University, Biology Department, to Camus. Dr. McDonald studassistantship for $1,500; Arthur ied the modern novel at the
J. Mannion, Jr., 7 Grand Street, University of Lille, France, unBethel, $1,000 Ben Snow grant der Pierre-Henri Simon, the
and full tuition to NYU Law noted French novelist.
School; Robert J. Michael, 291 awiii;;iii;;iii;;iii;;iii;;iii;;iii;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii_,
Stone Street, Danbury, GeorgeNOTICE
town Law Center; Raymond F.
Prints of all photos appearNalewajk,
2454 Broadbridge ing in The STAG may be
Avenue, Stratford, $1,000 assist- purchased for a slight fee
antship to Niagara University.
from Photo Editor Sean M.
Richard E'. Nanfeldt, New Dunphy in Loyola room 314
Haven, assistantship to Yale or in The STAG office in
Chemistry Department; Michael Gonzaga.
Oates, 61 New Street, Shelton,
assistantship to Assumption College in French; Rocco Pugliese,
Waterbury, $3,000 scholarship
to the University of Virginia i
School of Law; Mathew Pugliese, 27 Scribner Avenue, South
Norwalk, Fordham Law; Joseph
3 HOUR DRY ClEANING
Renaud, 45 Winnipoge Drive,
Fairfield, WGBH-TV scholar6 HOUR SHIRT SERVICE
ship for $1,500 to the Boston
University School of Public Relations and Communications;
1225 Post Road
Michael J. Rinaldi of Water(Opp. Post Office)
bury, St. Louis Medical Col-

(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

THE GIRL I LEFT BEHIND ME
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college, leaving
his home town sweetheart with vows of eternal love, and then
he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in such cases, is the
honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Rock Sigafoos did.
When Rock left Cut and Shoot, Pa.,he said to his sweetheart,
a simple country lass named Tess d' Urbevilles, "My dear,
though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch and
wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may the moths get
my new tweed jacket!"
Then he clutched Tess to his bosom and planted a final kiss
upon her fragrant young skull and went away, meaning with all
his heart to be faithful.
But on the very first day of college he met a coed named
Fata Morgana, a girl of such sophistication, such poise, such
savoir-faire as Rock had never beheld. She spoke knowingly of
Franz Kafka, she hummed Mozart, she smoked Marlboros.

1

I

TOWNE

CLEANERS

Best, 137 Middlerook Drive, .::le~g~e~;~p~au~l~ Ro~d~r~igu~e~z,~~s~o~u~t~h~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Fairfield, Institute of Russian ...
Studies at Fordham University;
Robert J. Bianchi of Plainville,
teaching assistantship at the
LUTTERS
University of Maryland, Department of Chemistry.
SERVICE
Also, Robert Biroschak of 70
STATION
Parkwood Road, Stratford, tui(Formerly located at the corner of No. Benson & Post Rd.)
tion and a $2,000 stipend to
Brown University for Ph.d.
GAS - LUBRICATION - OIL
studies in physics; John Bognar
MINOR REPAIRS
of Fairfield U., $2,200 assistantTIRES - BATTERIES - ACCESSORIES
ship to Purdue University, Department of Chemistry; Vincent
1916 POST ROAD
Botarelli, St. Louis University,
(mxt to Rudy's)
business administration; Joseph

NEW LOCATION!

ESSO

"1011 CalZ kit lllt irltk ~to!lllclilWIi Itle. 1/
Now, Rock didn't know Franz Kafka from Pancho Villa, or
Mozart from James K. Polk, but Marlboros he knew full well.
He knew that anyone who smoked Marlboros was modern and
advanced and as studded with brains as a ham with cloves.
Good sense tells you that you can't beat Marlboro's exclusive
selectrate filter, and you never could beat Marlboro's fine flavor.
This Rock knew.
So all day he followed Fata around campus and listened to her
talk about Franz Kafka, and then in the evening he went back
to the dormitory and fO!1nd this letter from his home town
sweetheart Tess:
Dear Rock,
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to the
pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of anybody.
Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots of nutsy stuff
like that. Well, I must close now because I got to whitewash
the fence.
Your friend,
Tess
P.S.-I can do my Hula Hoop 3,000 times.
Well sir, Rock thought about Tess and then he thought
about Fata and then a great sadness fell upon him. Suddenly
he knew he had outgrown young, innocent Tess; his heart now
belonged to smart, sophisticated Fata.
Rock, being above all things honorable, returned forthwith
to his home town and walked up to Tess and looked her in the
eye and said manlily, "I do not love you any more. I love a
girl named Fata Morgana. You can hit me in the stomach with
all your might if you like."
"That's okay, hey," said Tess amiably. "I don't love you
neither. I found a new boy."
"What is his name?" asked Rock.
"Franz Kafka," said Tess.
"A splendid fellow," said Rock and shook Tess's hand, and
they have remained good friends to this day. In fact, Rock and
Fata often double-date with Franz and Tess and have heaps of
fun. Franz can do the Hula Hoop 6,000 times.

@ 1961 Max Shulman

*

*

*

Marlboro, in the king-size soft pack and famous flip-top
box, is sold and enjoyed in all 50 States. And king-size unfiltered Philip Morris Commander, made of superb natural
tobaccos, is also available wherer' . you travel.
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By -DAN BROWNE

September 29, 1961

Intramural Program
To Begin Oct. 2
Intramural kickoff time is
,October 2 for the 1961 season
of Fairfield University football. Over two hundred men
have signed to play this season.
On the evenings of September
2'i and 28, the team captains
will meet to pick their respective teams.

While speaking with Rev.
AuguSitine S. Caffrey, S.J., director of the program, the question of individual uniforms for
each team was brought up.
I Father Caffrey referred to last
season when a simila,r situation
came up but ,no,thing came of it.
It will be up to the opinion of
the team captains as to ,the ,outfitting of f1;heir teams. Following
the football season a full basketball season is planned from
December to ,March. As of this
moment -it is doubtful ,as to
whether or not a softball program can be run due to the
erecting ,of the new dorm on
Rev. T. Lyons, S.J.. Stag Sports Personality, shown with the that field.
Tri-State League trophy won for ihe second consecutive yea'
At the completion of the seaby the Varsity basketball team.
son an Intramural All-Star
l1ieam will be pic~ed by ,the
STAG. The members of this
Since August of 1951, the Director of Athletics of Fairfield team wil 'be presented with troUniversity has been the Rev, Thomas F. Lyons, S.J. In addition phies donated by the Senior
to his duties as "overseer" of the entire athletic policy of the class which can be seen in Fr.
University, Fr. Lyons serves as trainer, equipment manager, McCormick's office.
finandal chairman, and keeper of statistics, records, and scrapbooks for all sports.
Fr. Ly.ons comes from Dedham, Massachusetts; he graduated Sophs Defeat Frosh
from both Boston College High and Boston College, and then
entered the Society of Jesus at Shadowbrook in 1931. He served InField Day Program
his regency as a history teacher at Boston College from 1933 to
For the third consecutive year,
1940 and was ordained in 1943, Before coming to Fairfield, Father the Sophomores defeated the
Lyons served for several years on the administrative staff of Frosh in the annual field day
Boston College. He arrived on campus in January, 1951 as the competition. The Saturday afDean of Men, and he held this position through 1959, at which ternoon program was the finale
time he devoted full time to the athletic program.
to the Freshmen Or,ientaMon
- One of Fr. Lyons' main interests, of course, is sports. Another Week, organized and effected
is reading; however, due to an athletic accident, Father has suf- by the Class of '63. Victory for
fered the loss of an eye, and is prevented from doing much of the Freshmen would have rethis. Among his present hobbies are gardening and photography. lieved their class from the
When asked what he would like to see in Fairfield's immedi- stigma of wearing the Frosh
ate athletic future, Father responded: "a growth in addition~l beanie for another long week.
sports for greater student participation"; he also stated that thIS
The competition, alw.ays withwas contingent on the growth in athletic facilities. Father Lyons in a few points for either clas,s,
mentioned soccer and lacrosse as examples of sports which could was decided on the final event,
be added to the University's athletic program.
the annual ;tug--o'-war across
the pond. The contests went off
smoothly save for an unwilling
pig in the greased pig catch.

JACK BARRY, '62, Cross Country and Spring Track captain,
looking fit and trim as he prepares for his last year on Fairfield's cinders. Barry, who holds most of Fairfield's track
records, has been a valuable asset to Stag track fortunes during his first three years.

'61 Cross Country to DehutOct. 14
The 1961 season for Fairfield
University's
Cross
Country
squad will debut -at home
against Boston College, 'on
Oct. 14.
The "Stags" will -be led once
again by their senior captain,
Jack Barry, who has sparked
the contingent for the past two
years. The other returning lettermen are Juniors: Larry Longua and Mickey Kinny, who
helped contribute to last year's
four-won, three-loss record.
The rest of ,the squad will be
drawn from seven sophomores,
most of whom return from last
year's squad. The sophomores
include Jim Daly, Peter Garry,
Charles Bialowas, Joe Kearns,

John Kappenberg, Wayne LaBore, and newcomer Doug Falsetti.
The reins will once again
be guided by Mr. Edward Tamashumas, beginning his eleventh
season as coach.
1961 TRACK SCHEDULE
Oct.:
14 Sat. Boston College Home
21 Sat. Queens, Hunter Home
25 Wed. Iona
Home
Away
28 Sat. U. of Hartford
Nov.:
4 Sat. Cent. Conn. State
Away
8 Wed. Southern Conn. Away
18 Sat. C.T.C. Meet
Van Cortlandt Park

"NoFallBaseball" Says Fr. Lyons

According to Athletic Director Rev. T. Lyons, S.J., Fall
baseball will not be found
among the extra-curricular activities at Fairfield this year.
"The interest for a Fall session of the report has subsided
consider,ably, so considerably in
fact, that it would not be
worthwhile to even think of organizing a team."
When asked that if the inter-

est once again arose, would it
be probable or even possible to
formulate
a Fall program,
Father Lyons replied, "Even if
the interest of the student body
did, once again appear, it
seems impossible. We have no
field to play on."
The Prep field, which has
formerly been used, now holds
football bleachers in its center
field lap. The town fields are, at
present, being used for football.

The Freshmen won the Cross
Country Relay, Half-Mile Relay, Cross-Campus Run, greased
Dole climb, and the egg-throwing contest.
Indiv,idual honors were reaped
by Pete Garry '64 - mile Tun;
Jim Daly '64 and Bob Batch '65
- 100 yd. dash; Lorenzo Zeugner '65 - 440; Carlo Orlando
'64 - high jump; Bruce Linsky
'64 - broad jump; Pat Hurley
'64 - shot put; John Kappen'berg '64 - chinning contest.

VARSITY TRACKMEN, Kinney and Longua, work out on FU
course in anticipation of Oct. 14 meet with Boston College.

FOR TI-IAT
"KNOWING LOOK"
YOU CAN COUNT
READ'S UNIVERSITY
FASHIONS . . . . .
Men's Shop -

Main Floor

This issue marks the twelfth
anniversary of The STAG.

JIFFY LAUNDROMAT
COIN OPERATED

Open 24 Hrs. 20c Wash -

r-------------...
TAP ROOM

RESTAURANT

CENTER
1418 POST RD.

FAIRFIELD

7 Days a Week
lOe Dry

DAVID :M1LUER LTD.
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located directly behind A&P liquor store on
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Rudd Announces Plans
For Bowling League

NEWS And VIEWS

Paul Rudd '62 has announced
that plans are well underway
fOT an intramural bowling leaBy ROD DOWLING
gue which is scheduled to begin
the week of Oct. 2. The league
In ;the VaS\t issue of the STAG, 1he Va:rsity Basket- will bowl in Westport at the
Westport Lanes which houses
ball schtedule was released for the 1961-1962 season. ten pin lanes, thirty-two in all.
There were ,a few minor changes from the 1960-1961
Formation of the league was
schedure. We dropped C. W. Post (,the ,terrors of Long prompted by Fr. McConnick
and interested students in order
Island), lalong with S1. Michael's of Vermont land replac- Ito provide oa "fall sport" for
ed them with Flordham, Georgetown, and St. Anselm's. those who have neither the
ThiJs was a defini1te iasset in helpingtio establish FaJi.'rfield 'time nor the enel'gies for footUnive~silty als a basketball power within ,the 'ranks of IbaTll.h·e 1eague I't seIf WI'11 be 01'such ;teams as Tona ,and St. Peterr:s; where do we go 'ganized .along present intrafI10m here?
mur.al lines, that is, senior- FR. A. CAFFREY. S.J.. shown with his bullwhip (left over
Iona 'and St. Peter's are both eonsideJ:1ed in the eyels junior ~nd freshman-sophomo.re from his days as Assistant Dean of Men). supervises Don Sacco,
teams. The Ite-ams WIll conslst
of the, N.C.A.A., major coUege teams capab1e of pa'I1tioi- of four men who will bowl mano and Dom Torrillo iJ:!. the art of whitewashing the green
parting in Ithe post-season rtJournamlents, provided they weekly without a handicap. in preparation for the intramural football season.
have a successful :season. FlaJirfield which is as good or An attempt will be made to
,
match the teams evenly, so that
better than both I'ona or St. Peters, could haV"e a'll un- ,the league will be' well-baldefeated season and yet not even be oonsidered for a bid anced.
to either ,the N.C.A.A. or ,the N.I.T. All is not lost, hiowBowlers will pay for their
:Ii 11 b k
N C A A own .games - thirty-five cents
b
1.
ever, ecause w': can I~ ways a
ac on our : . . . per game and fifteen cents for
Small College btd, whIch resullts :Drom our crushIng de- shoes. Transportation, an allfeats of such poweDS as Yeshliva, Rider land Hunter.
ir~portant problem, will ,be proLast :season, the Stags, riding the Cl'est of Ian eighit ~~fv~.
tfaene~tu~~~~~e;he:~
game williIlling streak, took On Ithe supposedly l'owly just across the town line,' and
C. W. POSit 'squad. Ooached by former Holy Omss gr,eat ar~ aS close as ,those here in
I
George Kaf,tan, C. W. Rast upset ithe Stags. LookJing back Fa~~.e ~udd asks for the 'coat this game lOne wanders why it was ever scheduled. 'operation of the entire student SOCCER TRIO (L. to R.) Sophomores Jack Casper. Fred
Dieterle. and Cort Freeman. three of the original soccer enF>airfield had northing '170 gain by winning this game and body nOit 'Oll~y i? supporting the thusiasts. gloat over last Saturday's 1-0 victory over the Juniors.
as i't It~IIDed out had everything to lJose. We were 'ridri- ~~a;,~~~~: ,:t\~~I%;n~~'''~~~ :~~~
culed In >the New York papem and laughed at by other cess of this venture is entirely sider' allowing a soccer club. opinion that this would yield
The club could scrimmage with more spirit on campus during
Dolleges. lit marred la very 'successful season tUl'ned in up to you," he said.
similar groups from neighboring the fall. Several local men have
by Coach George Bisacca's :squad. La:st year's schedulindicated that they would help
schools.
~ng 'erl'or wa,s changed this year but ItheJ:1e stilll'emam Soccer Looms As A New
In view of the increasing the team.
tendency of small colleges to The org.anizers feel that the
on Fairfield's schedule Iteams whic'P. I oonsiderto be lin Varsity Sport At F.U.
prefer varsity s'occer ito varsitv key to an auspicious future for
the same ,category >as C. W. POSit. In tact the whole Tri- By BILL CONNELLY
football, Clarkin feels that if socoer at F.U.is :the vigor of
State League 'iscamposed of teams on a par with C. W.
,Every Saturday at 10:00 a.m. enough enthusiasm is shown, the support of the student body
Post, except ror F1airfield. Remove fI10m F,airfileld's on the Prep football field, those soccer could become a recog- -as the faculty must be conschedule :the Tri-State League i'eams and we have a men interes,ted lin soccer will nized varsity sport. Many upper vinced of the desirability of
:£ '1 l '
,.. h d I
meet, with plans itO develop classmen have expressed :the the s'port.
'alr y I:upressIV"e ,sc e u Ie.
. ,
three competent ,teams. FreshFmrfield has won seventeen straIght Tn-State men, Sophomore, and Junior
gam1es and w,ill mare ;than 1Jikely eX'tend its streak 1;0 students, whetJ~er experienced
twenty~ix by Ithe end lof Ithe season. What will thiJs or not, .are ,ellglble. to play. .
'..
.
Last year, onglna:tmg WIth
.
prove? As flaras I am oonoerned ;It wlllconbnueiJo just seven athletes who were
show Ithat we are playing '17eams below our capabilities familiar with so~cer, a Sopho- I
when we Gould be playing teams such ,as Manhattan more .and ,a Jumor team were
.
' orgamz,ed and engaged In games
N.Y.U., and others on a'lmost even 'termls. FIve years on six cons'ecUitive weekends.
ago if we pLayed such teams las Fordham, Seton Hall,
This fall, a frosh squad. is
ManhaJttan or even St. Peter's we would be considered formmg m hop~s of 'establlshmg
,
'.
.
a three-team nvalry. Freshmen
as H pushover. W,e ih'ave yet to attmn a status by whIch may sign up with Tom McGoldwe Hire 'dons:idered a powerhouse by these school,s but rich in room 214, Gonzaga Hall.
we are capable of worrying 'all of Ithem.
Dick Clarkin, one of the
.'.
h
.
initial promoters of the pro"
.
I have wmtten thIS ,column WIth the lope of pomt- gram, says tJhat ,the group has
iug out to the student hody how ridiculous it is for long range ambitions. If the
Fiai'1'field '170 oantJmue to oompete in the TriJSta<te League, a.ctivity is successful this year,
. .
.
..
ne~t year Fr. Lyons will conbut ,]t 1:8 not melant ifio be an Il<nV"eotrve lagamst ,the Athletic Depa,rtment which has tried for many years to
build up lour schedule. We have nothing Ito g,ain by win~
ning' the league ,title again and everything to lose lif we
don't win it. If Fairfield did beeam'e an ,independent
team wi,th a scheduve such as Tona'·s, we would posslibly
brave an unimpressive 'record but there would be no
reason fOil' making excuses about ,it.
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R~mainder

NO ONE WILL LOOK AT THE CAMERA. Noticing this reluctance to face one ano,ther after Public Affairs Club debate.
STAG photographer snapped debate participants. Michael Harrington. PA club president Tom Tierney and Herbert Ramers.tein.
>

Capacity Crowd Views
Anti-Red Film;' Debate
The very eontrqversial propa,ganda movie "Operation Abolition" was shown on ·campus last
week in Gonzaga auditorium
unde-r the auspices of the Publk
Affairs Club. The movie was
followed bya debate over the
rela'tive merits of the movie.
Mr. Michael Harrington, a
New York writer, spoke at
length calling for the dissolution of the House Un-American

Fairfielrl Lannrlromat
CLOTHES
WASHED and DRIED
REASONABLE RATES
1227 Post Road

Fairfield

Opp. Post Office

. . .
.
.
Activ1tIes Comm1ttee .~nd pomtmg out the bad ments of the
~lm as a documenta·ry. ~peakmgon beh.alf 'of. the mOV1e and
the Comm1ttee m general was
a former consultant of ,the
House Committee, Mr. Herbert
Ramerstein. A period followed
in which the audienoe was allowed to question the speake'I's.
Students who fiavored and
opposed the .film were high in
their praise of the program. "If
this is the type of ,fine p.rogram
we can expect from the Public
Affiairs,Club I think that we aTe
in for a most interesting year,"
one student offered. His da,ssmates n?d:d~d in ,ass'ent..
Th1S l~ltial pres'entahon by
the Pubh~ Affa1rs Club was
made poss1,ble by a grant from
'1 under·th e
th·e,St u d en t C ounc1,
leadershi
of President Louis
Zowine. p
The Public Affairs Club is
open to' ,all undergraduates of
the University.. Its purpose is ,to
promote interest in and provide
information on contemporary
politioal social and eoonomic
issues. "

AUTUMN HUES!
FOR
FASHION GLORY
A transitional spectacular
In a 'palette of colors
And a forest of styles
Each vibrating in Fall's
Brilliant array of colors -.
Created to compete with
The most colorful foliage
ready to wear

~

second floor

In the last issue of ·the STAG,
the number of new faculty
members was incorrecHy listed as seven. The following
article brings the number of
new men added to the University faculty to twelve.EDITOR'S NOTE.

*
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The first of these .teachers is
a native of England. Dr. John
Kenyon, an instructcir in psychology, comes from Sale in
Chesire. He was graduated from
the University of Edinburgh in
1956. He received his Masters
and Doctovate from McGill Uni.
.
vers1ty, m Mont~eal, Canada,
where he w~s an mstructor and
research ass1stant.
Dr. Myron Weinberg, a membel' of the Sigma Xi and Rho Xi
fraternities, received his B.S.
from Fordham in 1954 and his
Masters and Doctorate, in biochemistry, from the University
of Maryland. He taught at the
University of Maryland and at
the University of Bridgeport.
He is chief chemist at Norwalk
Hospital and will be a laboratory instructor at Fairfield.
Mr. Albert A. Abbott comes
.
to .Fa1rfield
from Georgetown
.
!
.
Umvers1ty wh:re he taught and
stud1ed fo.r h1S Doctorate (toward Wh1Ch he 1S presently
working). He was ~rad~at:d
from John C~rroll Umvers1ty m
Cleveland w1th the B.S.. and
M.S. degrees. At Fa1rfield he
will be an instructor in American History and Government.
The Rev. Donald Lynch, S.J.,
a Bridgeport native and the'first
fouJ;'-year Prep alumnus to join
the order, will· teach undergraduate Latin and English. Ordained in 1959, Fr. Lynch obtained his degrees from Weston
College and Fordham University, majoring in classical languages and English literature,
respectively.
Having just completed studies
at the Gregorian University in
Rome, the Rev. Thomas A. Johnson, S.J., will assume duties at
Fairfield as an instructor of theology. A former Navy pilot who
served in the South Pacific,
Father Johnson studied at Weston College and was later assigned to the f'aculty of Sophia University in Tokyo, Japan, where
he taught for three years. He
was ordained in 1957..

I

. Any freshman caught in the
vicinity of the cinderblock vault
in the Treasurer's office with a
spoon and cup will be immediately remanded to the Dean of
Men.

SENIORS!!
DON'T LET FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY FADE FROM YOUR
MIND ~FTER YOU RE:CEIVE YOUR DIPLOMA. SUBSCRIBE TO ...

Republicans Pledge
"Active Participation"
Despite the fact that 1961 is
politically an "off-year", the
Faimeld University Republican
Club, under the presidency of
John Morrison, "will continue to
display its vitality on campus
and in widely surrounding
area's." On Activities Orientat~on Day the club signed up 40
freshmen. At the same time
that new members ·are enrolling, a former officer of the club,
Edward Sullivan, '61, is campaigning for election to the City
Council of Norwalk.
For the coming semester ,the
Republican Club's paIns include
active participllition in the Republican campaign effort in the
,town of 'Fairfield as well as
other contests
in
Fairfield
County. They also ·include an
intensive drive to urge students
OVeT 21 to register and vote in
the various upcomi.ng ·elections.
In particular, a campaign is already underway for registration
and absentee voting for James
Mitchell in his Ibid for the New
Jersey gubernatorial chair.
The Republican Club plans a
calendar of events which includes speakers, campaign work
in various areas and social
events.

COLLEGE'
SPECIAL!

STAG Opens Alumni
Subscription Program
Complementary copies of this
issue of tthe -STAG have been
mailed to all of Fairfie1d U's
1800 alumni, according to 'Robert J. Widmer, Exchange EdiJtor
of the paper.
The move, arranged with ·the
cooperation of Rev. George S.
Maha,n, S.3., Director 'of Alumni
Activities, is geared to increase
subscriptions among the alumni
and offer them a .bi-weekly opportul}ity ,to keep informed of
what is happening <at their
Alma Mater.
'Since the inception 'of the prom·otion program, ,lliI1ticles ,and
features of special interest to
the alumni have been added to
the paper's format, inclUding reunion inf'ormation, class gifts
and alumni news notes.
Subscription rates for the
STAG (mailed anywhere in the
world) are as follows, one year,
$2; two years, $3.50; three years,
$5. A speci<al subscription blank
has been provided for the
alumni copies. Checks shou1d be
made out to "THE STAG."
Seniors are asked to begin
c·onside,ring having the STAG
sent to them aliter graduation.
Payment should be made to the
STkG in care of Kenneth E'.
Dubuc, Business Manager in
Loyola 322.

Our Regular Quality Ivy
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